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Model for transmission of ultrastrong laser pulses through thin foil targets
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A model for the penetration of ultrahigh-intensity ultrashort-pulse lasers through a highly overdense foil
target is proposed. The model involves only electron motion. It is shown that the ponderomotive force of the
light waves can push the electrons towards the back surface of the foil, such that the effective thickness of the
latter is reduced to the order of the skin depth, thus allowing wave penetration. The results agree well with that
from a particle-in-cell simulation.@S1063-651X~99!13803-0#

PACS number~s!: 52.35.Ra, 52.35.Mw, 52.35.Qz
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I. INTRODUCTION

The interaction between ultrahigh-intense ultrashort-pu
lasers and overdense plasmas with densities many orde
magnitude higher than that of critical is a topic of rece
interest since it leads to many novel applications. The la
include fast ignition in inertial confinement fusion@1,2#, ab-
sorption and propagation of femtosecond laser pulses in s
density plasmas@3–9#, coherent soft x-ray sources from th
high harmonics generated by interaction@10#, etc. In most
experiments using fs laser pulses at focused intensities o
order 1018 W/cm2 the appearance of preformed plasmas
inevitable, because the intensity of the laser-pulse pede
produced by the amplified spontaneous emission in the l
train or residual dispersion of the recompression in
chirped pulse amplification can be higher than the thresh
intensity for plasma formation@11–13# since the pulse
pedestal-to-peak contrast ratio of existing solid-state la
technology is only of the order 106 @14#. It is therefore im-
portant to avoid the pulse pedestal by appropriately resh
ing the pulse, such that a clean interaction of the laser p
with a solid density plasma can be realized.

Recently, it has been shown@11,15# that near total trans
mission of a 30 fs, 331018 W/cm2 laser pulse through a
thin (0.1 mm) plastic foil target is possible. It was als
found that at 531016 W/cm2 the transmittivity in the same
system was reduced to the background level of 1%. T
strong intensity dependence of the foil transparency was
tributed to an unknown mechanism, since it seems tha
the known ones@16–21# such as anomalous skin effect, ho
boring, and classical self-induced transparency, can be r
out @15#. The high transmittivity in such thin plastic foils ha
the obvious important potential application of reshaping la
pulses@15#.

To explore the physical mechanism of the anomalou
high transmittivity seen in the recent experiments we pres
here a simple self-consistent model for the transmission o

*Present address: Institute of Laser Engineering, Osaka Un
sity, 2-6 Yamada-oka, Suita, Osaka 565, Japan.
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intense short-pulse laser through a thin-foil target. The mo
is based on the idea that the ultra-intense light pressure o
ultrashort light pulse compresses the electrons in the
target into a much thinner layer before significant ion moti
sets in, such that the effective target width as seen by
laser becomes of the order of or less than the skin depth.
analytical simplicity, the normal incidence of a circular
polarized laser pulse onto a highly overdense thin plas
layer is considered. It is found that the transmittivity c
increase rapidly with the laser strength parameter when
latter is above 3. For circularly polarized light the transm
tivity is found to be about 42% for an ion density 50 tim
critical, laser strength parameter 3, and foil thickness
times the wavelength. This result agrees well with that fro
a particle-in-cell ~PIC! simulation. Although because o
physical as well as mathematical complexity we have
presented an analytical theory for linearly polarized lig
simulation shows that near 100% transmission occurs for
same parameters as that of the circularly polarization ca

II. FORMULATION

For very high power and short-pulse laser interaction w
thin foils, the electron quiver motion dominates over that
thermal, so that electron-ion collisions and electron heat
effects can be neglected@22#. For the same reason, th
plasma ions do not react significantly during the time of t
interaction, so that one can neglect the hydrodynamic mo
of the plasma and assume a steplike profile for the immo
ions: ni5const for 0<z<zd , andni50 elsewhere. In real-
ity, for present-day lasers the original ion profile could not
maintained for the entire interaction process and the ions
also be compressed. However, since according to our
posal the laser-light penetration is mainly due to the red
tion of the thickness of the electron layer, the change of
ion profile does not directly affect the results. These assu
tions are verifieda posterioriby numerical simulations.

For the electron velocityw we setw5u1v, whereu and
v are the transverse and longitudinal components satisfy
“•u50 and “3v50, respectively. From the Maxwel
equations we have
r-
3583 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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c2¹2A2] t
2A54pcenu, ~1!

4penv1] t“f50, ~2!

¹2f54pe~n2Zni !, ~3!

whereA is the vector potential satisfying the Coulomb gau
“•A50, f is the scalar potential describing the electr
static field of the charge separation,n andni are the electron
and ion densities, andZ is the ion charge number.

If the laser spot size is much larger than the target thi
nessxd , we can use the planar geometry@18# and writeA
5A(z,t)( x̂1 ŷ), f5f(z,t), u5u(z,t)( x̂1 ŷ), and v
5v(z,t) ẑ. In view of the very low collision rate in the high
intensity wave field, absorption of laser energy by the tar
electrons will be neglected. Substituting the Lagrangian o
relativistic electron into the Euler-Lagrange equation we

dt~mgu2eA/c!50, ~4!

dt~mgv !1mc2]zg2e]zf50 ~5!

for the transverse and longitudinal electron motion. Thus,
haveu5eA/mcg.

For circular polarization the ponderomotive force, t
relativistic factor, as well as the charge separation field
time independent@23#. From Eq.~2! we havev50 and the
important relationg5(12u•u/c2)21/25(11uau2)1/2, where
a5eA/mc2 is the electron quiver velocity normalized byc.
Equations~3! and ~5! can be rewritten as

]j
2c5N2Ni , ~6!

]jg5]jc, ~7!

where j5vz/c, c5ef/mc2, N5n/nc , Ni5Zni /nc ,
andnc5mv2/4pe2 is the critical density. On the other han
Eq. ~1! yields

a21]j
2a112Ng2150 ~8!

for the normalized vector potential. In the following we sh
solve the governing equations in each region. By match
the solutions at the boundaries using appropriate particle
electromagnetic field continuity conditions, the integrati
constants are determined in a self-consistent manner.

III. SOLUTIONS

Equations~6!–~8! were first studied by Lai@23#. Physi-
cally, under very large laser pressure the target electrons
the surface are rapidly pushed inward, leaving behind a p
tively charged layer in 0<j,jb @23,24#, where the immo-
bile ions have no effect on the electromagnetic fields. T
affected electrons are compressed into a regionjb<j<jd .
In this region the electron density, the charge separa
field, the value ofjb , as well as the laser fields can b
determined in a self-consistent manner.

We seta5uauexp(iu) and obtain from Eqs.~6!–~8! two
constants of motion@23#:

M5~g221!]ju, ~9!
-
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W5@M 21~]jg!2#/~g221!2g~2Ni2g!, ~10!

whereM is proportional to the electromagnetic energy fl
flowing across the target. It may be written asM5Tq2,
where q5ua(j50)u5euEi u/mvc50.8531029lAI is the
laser strength parameter,T5I t /I 5uE(d)u2/uE(0)u2 is the
transmittivity, l is the laser wavelength inmm, and I
5(c/8p)uEi u2 and I t5(c/8p)uEtu2 are the intensities~in
W/cm2) of the incident and transmitted laser lights. Furthe
more, (]ju)2 may be identified as the plasma dielectric co
stant@23#.

The amplitudes of the electric and magnetic fields of
laser light can be expressed as

uEu25g221, ~11!

uBu25g2W1g3~2Ni2g!2M2, ~12!

where we have noted thatuEu25uau2 and uBu25(]juau)2

1uau2(]ju)2. The electron density and charge separat
field are given by

N5g~3Nig22g2111W!, ~13!

E05@~W12Nig2g2!~g221!2M 2#1/2, ~14!

whereE052]jg.
The field quantities in the different regions are relat

through the usual electromagnetic field boundary conditi
@25# at j5jb andj5jd . Accordingly, the continuity of the
laser fields atj5jb yields uEbu2/q254/u11xu2 with x
5Bb /Eb , or

FIG. 1. The normalized depthsjb of the positively charged laye
andje of laser penetrationvs the laser strengthq.

FIG. 2. The normalized electron~solid curve! and ion~dashed
curve! density profiles forNi550, q53, andjd50.1.
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4q2~Gb
221!5~M1Gb

221!21Gb
2~]jg!b

2 , ~15!

whereGb is the value ofg at j5jb . On the back side of the
target foil, the transmitted radiation propagates into
vacuum withuEu25uBu25M, and the continuity of the lase

FIG. 3. The transmittivityT vs the laser strengthq for Ni550
andjd50.1.

FIG. 4. Simulation of the interaction of a circularly polarize
sine pulse ofq53 and a plasma of fixed ion profile withNi550
andjd50.1: the~a! incident (Ei), ~b! reflected (Er), and~c! trans-
mitted (Et) profiles of the normalized laser electric field.
a
fields at j5jd leads toW52M1122Ni(M11)1/2. Fi-

nally, charge conservation requiresNijb5*jb

jd(N2Ni)dj,

which yields

jb5@~W12NiGb2Gb
2!~Gb

221!2M 2#1/2/Ni ~16!

for the thickness of the positive layer. Thus, the effect
target thickness becomesjd2jb .

Physically, the compression of the electrons arises fr
the relativistic ponderomotive force. The effective skin dep
of the laser light is given byjs;Ag/N. It is of interest to
note that if there were no compression, we haveN5Ni and
the skin depth would actually increase by a factorAN/Ni .
But in this case the laser sees the original foil thickness
jd .

IV. RESULTS

We first consider the case of total reflection, for whi
M50 and the laser radiation evanescences inside the ta
with g→1 andgj→0. Figure 1 shows the dependence of t
depthjb of the positively charged layer and the depthje of
laser penetration on the laser strengthq. The penetration
depthje is defined to be the distance at which the radiation
damped to 1/e of its value at the target surface. As expecte
for q!1 the laser penetration into the target is of the order
the skin depth, which is determined only by the target d
sity Ni . It increases slowly withq. At higher laser strengths
(q.1), however, the penetration depth becomes stron
intensity dependent. The increase in the laser penetratio
associated with the increase of the size of the positiv
charged layer resulting from the strong compression of
electrons towards the backside of the target.

One may expect that for plasma layers of effective thic
ness smaller than the penetration depth, a part of the l
energy will be transmitted. Figure 2 shows the electron~solid
curve! and ion~dashed curve! density profiles of an interac
tion with Ni550, q53, andjd50.1. One findsT50.42, or
about half of the incident radiation is transmitted. Figure
shows the dependence of the transmittivityT on the laser
strengthq for a foil target with Ni550 and jd50.1. For
lower laser intensities (q,1), there is an almost strength

FIG. 5. Same simulation as for Fig. 4. Evolution of the norm
ized electron density during the interaction. The square profile r
resents the ion or initial electron density.
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independent transmittivity of about 10%. For higher inten
ties (q.1), the transmittivity rapidly increases withq and
the target can become very transparent. It is evident that
effect has the potential application for reshaping laser pul
the less intense pedestal will be reflected and the peak o
main pulse will be transmitted.

V. PIC SIMULATIONS

To verify our assumptions and results, we have perform
numerical simulations using theLPIC11 PIC code@26#. A
sine pulse ofq53 is incident upon a plasma with ions o
fixed square density profileNi550 andjd50.1. The code
was run with and without the ion dynamics. It was found th
in general the ion are also compressed during the la
plasma interaction, but the main results on laser penetra
reflection are not much affected. This is expected since
electromagnetic waves and their skin depth are not dire
affected by the heavy ions.

The incident, reflected, and transmitted profiles of the
ser electric field are shown in Figs. 4~a!, 4~b!, and 4~c!, re-

FIG. 6. Simulation of the interaction of alinearly polarized sine
pulse ofq53 and a plasma withNi550 andjd50.1: the~a! inci-
dent (Ei), ~b! reflected (Er), and~c! transmitted (Et) profiles of the
laser electric field.
-
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spectively. We see that the high-intensity part of the la
pulse has higher transmittivity than the less intense parts
a result, the transmitted pulse is reshaped. At maximum
plitude the transmittivity for the case considered is up
44%, which is in good agreement with the theoretical pred
tion ~see Fig. 3!. Note that in the present example (q is
relatively low for the circularly polarized light! the reflected
pulse has a sharper rising front and higher amplitude t
that of the transmitted one. The situation is reversed
higherq values. Thus, for pulse reshaping it is necessary
optimize the thickness of the foil, so that initially it should b
larger than the skin depth such that the low-energy par
the pulse cannot tunnel through.

In Fig. 5 the evolution of the electron density during th
passage of the laser pulse is shown. The square profile
resents the electron density att50 ~or the ion density!. As
the pulse enters the plasma with increasing strength, the e
trons are pushed further and further towards the back of
target, reaching nearly fivefold~electron! density compres-
sion at the peak laser amplitude. After that, the laser fi
strength diminishes and the electrostatic field of charge se
ration draws back the electrons, until the target nearly
stores to its original state after the pulse is over.

VI. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have for the sake of simplicity~in that
analytical calculations are possible! considered fixed ion pro-
files and circularly polarized lasers. In the real situation,
ion density profile cannot remain constant during the en
interaction period. There can therefore exist high dens
gradient transition regions between the ones considered h
However, since electron heating is weak because of ne
gible collisions, and we have used exact boundary conditi
for the electromagnetic wave fields~that is, the gradient lay-
ers are approximated as having zero thickness without lo
the overall physical characteristics@25#!, our conclusion on
laser transmission is not significantly affected by t
immobile-ion assumption, as is also verified by numeri
simulations.

For linearly polarized lasers, new physical processes
enter. Electron oscillations may be driven by the longitudin
component of the laser electric field and/or the oscillat
ponderomotive field at twice the laser frequency@27#. In this

FIG. 7. Same simulation as for Fig. 6. Evolution of the electr
density during the interaction.
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PRE 59 3587MODEL FOR TRANSMISSION OF ULTRASTRONG LASER . . .
case, the electrons can be pulled out of the target into
front vacuum region and sent back again by the oscillatio
But not all electrons will return in each cycle, and the str
ones will form an electron cloud in front of the target@28#.
Clearly, the same process can occur at the backside o
target foil if there is transmission of the laser light. The u
derdense clouds can lead to additional phenomena suc
resonant acceleration of the electrons@28#, backside pon-
deromotive compression of the electrons, etc., and the p
lem is considerably more involved. On the other hand,
appearance of the clouds, approximately 0.5l in size, leads
to a strong reduction of the compressed electron number
sity inside the target. Thus the transmittivity can be expec
to increase significantly over the case of circular polari
tion.

To verify the above point, we carried out a PIC simulati
for linearly polarized light with the same parameters as t
for the circular polarization case. The results are presente
Figs. 6 and 7. We see that the transmittivity is near 100
Such a high transmittivity was observed experimentally
Giulietti et al. @15#. Furthermore, the reflected and transm
e
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t
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ted light pulses are strongly modulated and the target e
trons are compressed to near the center of the layer, ind
ing simultaneous front- and back-side ponderomot
compression. We also note that the compressed electron
sity is much reduced compared with the circular polarizat
case, since many electrons are ejected into the front and
vacuum regions. An analytical theory for the interaction o
linearized polarized laser with thin-foil targets is still und
development.
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